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Torquay Museum Without Walls is
a proud volunteer-run organization.
In
publishing
History
Matters
our
volunteers
do
everything
from research, writing, editing,
photography and page layouts. Each
edition also includes contributions
of stories and photography from
supporters of our work.
We are very grateful for
the
support of our sponsors identified
opposite and those who contribute
in any way to the magazine.
Volunteers play an important role in
the operation of our history group,
working in a variety of areas including
research, filing, data entry, collections
management, photography and
working with community groups.
VOLUNTEER WITH US: We
welcome new people and you don’t
have to be an expert in history. A
friendly attitude and willingness to
join in are all you need.
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TORQUAY
SURF
INDUSTRY
PIONEER
FRED PYKE

“By Christmas 1960/61 I was sick of the push bikes. I
went down to Ocean Grove that summer with a mate
and hired a board from Jack Saffron, on the main Ocean
Grove beach. Jack, one of Victoria’s early board builders
from Whittington, Geelong, was running a surfboard hire/
repair business on the beach over summer, to cater for the
holiday crowds that flocked to the popular, ocean beaches.
After a few surfs, my mate, Tum Sheldon. suggested I have
a go at making one.”
Fred Pyke was a cabinet maker by trade. After leaving South
Melbourne Technical School, he completed his cabinetmaking apprenticeship at Rosenbergs and Schembris, in
nearby Brunswick and Fitzroy. His first job was at Rojos, a
first-class furniture reproduction business in Fitzroy. The
special skills involved in fine detail, hand-eye co-ordination,
and attention to detail, were evident at an early age.
“Using my cabinet-making skills, I decided to take my mate’s
advice and have a go at making a surfboard. For 17 shillings

‘60s.
“It didn’t turn out all that good, so I decided to make
some more. The second board I made out of Korthane
refrigerator packing, by gluing the rectangular pieces
together, before shaping and glassing it.”
By this stage, Fred had come into contact with Mathew
Veale, through cycling meets. Mathew, who was deaf, Fred,
and mates Billy Hines and Peter Ashley, started cruising
down the coast together as often as possible. Peter
was known Australia wide for his superb glassing skills,
“Someone suggested I go around to Torquay because of
the better waves down there. I stopped at the front beach
on The Esplanade, not seeing any surfers or waves, before
discovering the back beach and surfing some great waves
in front of the surf club.”
Like many early board builders, Fred was now making his
boards in an old backyard shed at Reynard Street, Coburg.
“Dust was always a problem, so I draped a large, wet
cloth above the boards to stop dust dropping on to the

photo courtesy Barrie Sutherland

resin. Another problem was the huge mess in a backyard

Taken 1966 in Boston Road as an advertising photo
shoot for Surfing World magazine

surfboard operation, and it was only a matter of time
before mum got sick of it. I had a rubber, water based ink

PERFECTION

stamp made up, and stamped those early boards with my
name on the tail. After surfing at Torquay, and looking at
the boards down there and others being made in St. Kilda,
I realised I had to improve. Vic Tantau was making some
great boards at the time, and Peter Ashley was surfing a
Keyo that was pretty advanced for the early ‘60s.”

Story By BOB SMITH

“Around 1963, George Rice came ‘round to see me and

Photos: Fred Pyke Collection

offered me some shaping work. George offered me £4 a
board, and I did six a week for him. I was earning £23 a

1956 was not only a pivotal moment in Australia’s surfboard riding history,

week as a cabinet maker at the time, so £24 for shaping

but also the reason for thousands of young, starry-eyed teenagers rushing

boards seemed like a great deal. I had the necessary skills

off to join swimming, athletics, cycling and numerous other sporting clubs

so thought I might have a go at making boards on a regular

that sprang up around the country in the aftermath of the Melbourne

and sixpence I bought a Vel Aqua ‘How To Make A Surfboard’

basis. The demand was there, and surfboard riding was

Olympic Games. With our best-ever results, dreams of becoming the next

set of plans from the Technical Book Store in Swanston

becoming very popular. I often wondered what might have

Murray Rose, Dawn Fraser, John Landy, or one of the other many sporting

Street Melbourne, and decided to make a ‘bulldog board’.

been if George and I had formed a partnership way back

stars, was high on everyone’s agenda for the next four years.

I went out to Arthur Milner’s factory, in Springvale, picked

then.”

Fred Pyke was already a champion road and track cyclist, competing

out some light balsa, and set about making that first board

Early 1964 saw Fred Pyke set up his business at 578 Sydney

successfully and winning seven club championships with the Brunswick
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in the backyard, at home in Coburg. I had no idea what a

Road, Brunswick, renting the upstairs area of a typical

Cycling Club in innersuburban Melbourne. Regularly competing in track and

‘bulldog board’ was, or how it would surf.”

long-distance road events up to 125 miles, Fred set his sights on the 1960

Vel Aqua were selling do-it-yourself surfboard plans, with

theatre. The shared premises were cheap to rent, with no

Rome Olympics, and when narrowly missing selection decided on another

instructions for speed, pig, sausage, hot dog, body and

leasing arrangement required. The mandatory 10-footer

direction in his sporting life. The new focus of his attention shaped not only

bulldog boards at this time, as well as hollow, marine-ply

was suspended above the street front, and word started

his sporting needs, but his future work direction for the next quarter of a

surf and paddle craft. Many early board builders with trade

to spread about the boardmaking cabinet maker with

century - he decided to go SURFING!

skills used them to make surfboards in the ‘50s and early

extraordinary shaping skills and attention to detail.

inner-suburban shop-front, near the old Brunswick picture
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“I did everything by myself in those early days, from cutting

competitor’s surfboards in current old mal events. By early

organised a carrier to truck everything down, but at the

cold, winter months. Claw, Ray Wilson and Andy “Spange”

the blanks, gluing stringers, shaping, glassing, sanding,

1965 there was variety in regard to fin shapes, length and

last moment he pulled out, saying he’d organised a mate

Spangler, another one of the South African shapers, were

making fins, and taking the rubbish to the tip. I still had

weight of boards. His order books also reinforce the fact

to help out. Unfortunately, he’d told his mate there’s a

the mainstays through the following summer.

my cabinet-making job when I first started, so a typical day

that surfers and shapers were continually experimenting

bloke who needs to take a couple of surfboards down to

would involve working all day at Rojos making furniture,

with design factors and not just riding unrefined slabs of

Torquay. He conveniently forgot to mention the blanks,

start on the surfboards after work, grab some tea, more

foam. There’s a Peter Wilson order for a stringerless board

rolls of fibreglass, drums of resin and assorted other

shaping, glass one side, fall asleep, wake up at 2am, glass

in 1965, Wayne Lynch and John Pawson ordering boards

equipment I needed transporting down. It was 2am, New

the other side, go home for a few hours’ sleep, then off to

under nine foot in 1966, nylon dork fins and dolphin-

Year’s morning, before we finished unpacking.”

work at Rojos again.

shape fins taking over from D fins in ’65, “drop in” fins,

‘’The fumes often got pretty bad, with some complaints

dorsal fins, the influence of Greenhough fins, and razor

from nearby shop owners, so I bought an old, heavy

rails early ’67, reference to subtle nose and tail lift, and

An employment pattern started to emerge, with the need
to put on staff around October to cater for the summer
demand for boards, then putting them off after Easter as
the colder seasons moved in and the holiday crowds left
the coast.

Peter Ashley came down with Fred, and they rented a
house on the Ocean Road over in Jan Juc, which was still
mainly farmland, with a few fibro holiday shacks. Peter had
made a couple of boards, helped out with fins and under
Fred’s guidance started glassing Fred Pyke Surfboards.
“I said to Peter Ashley we could probably make three or
four boards a week to start with. This quickly doubled to
six or eight, then before long had grown to 50 a week, 10 a
day. There was more work than the two of us could handle,
so I had to start putting other staff on, teaching them the
skills and enlarging the premises.”

Smoko at Pyke Surboards sometime in the ‘70s, with Torquay legend
Vic Tantau far left

Once again, Fred’s tremendous work ethic and skills came
into play, decking out the building with shaping bays,
glassing rooms, racks, glassing stands and front showroom.
Ray “Germ” Wilson, a hot young goofyfooter, joined Fred
around this time, and became one of his main workers
over the next decade. Ray was Victoria’s first surfboard
champion in 1964, also coming second to Mick Dooley
at Bells that same year. Ray grew up on The Esplanade,
a stone’s throw from Point Danger, and had glassing and
shaping experience from an early age, when he worked

Fred in his workshop crafting a model plane.
Photo: Scot Wintle

fan, and aimed it at the laneway entrance out the back
stairwell. I also made up a resin mix and proceeded to
pour it between the joins in the floorboards to stop dust
and fumes wafting downstairs to the Salvation Army shop.
Unknowingly, the resin seeped through the boards, ruining
a fair amount of clothing, and obviously causing a fair bit
of tension for a while. “I was ordering supplies from Barry

with Jack Saffron and Bellarine Marine in Geelong. Being
use of balsa stringers for lightness. Orders for specific
weights, multi-wood tail, nose blocks, elaborate stringer
configurations with split-centre stringer, and an order for
a nine-stringered board. All help to reveal the variety of
boards wanted back then, as well as Fred’s uncanny ability
to meet the most demanding order requirements to keep

Bennett in Sydney, and getting them up the back stairway

customers satisfied.

proved pretty difficult at times, especially drums of resin.”

In late 1966 Fred Pyke decided to move his growing

Fred Pyke was not only meticulous with his surfboard-

business to Torquay. “The reason for moving to Torquay

making skills, but also kept detailed records of orders.

was very basic. I wanted to do more surfing and the

From 1964 he has the names, dates, prices, fin styles, price

Torquay-Bells area had great waves.”

of materials, wages, who worked for him, when and for

Torquay, at this stage, still did not have a major surfboard

how long. Reading through his order books from 1964 to

manufacturer in the town. Fred’s good friend Peter Ashley

mid-1967 reveals a treasure trove of early Victorian surfers’

stored his holiday pre-fab in Bob Wilson’s storage shed in

names, many going on to become important industry

Boston Road, and Fred set in motion his plan to purchase

figures themselves.

the site and set up his business during the coming holiday

Fred Pyke’s order books help to dispel many surfing myths,

season.

and the sometimes unrealistic restrictions placed on

“I moved down to Torquay New Year’s Eve ‘66/’67. I’d
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one of the original Torquay gremmies, Ray had a lot of clout
with the locals, and many of the well-known Sydney crew
stayed with him over summer and Easter.
Ray Wilson said of Fred, “He was like a father figure to
me. Fred had marvelous hands that could craft anything,
and a precision-like eye for fine detail. His work ethic was
enormous, and he taught me how to do things properly.
He was a perfectionist.”
Doug “Claw” Warbrick joined Peter Ashley and Ray Wilson at
Fred’s in late ‘67, and South African Des “Jock” Oosthuizen
came down soon after. Pat Morgan had also moved down
from Brighton by now, and was still shaping boards for
George Rice and others. Pat was soon on the payroll after
Fred suggested he shape boards under his own name
and Fred would glass them. Torquay locals Rodney Marks

Doug “Claw” Warbrick was asked about Fred’s place in

and Darrell Mitchell worked through the summer season

Australian surfing history

as orders kept rolling in. By now Fred had moved into

…….”Fred was a pivotal character in the development

the bungalow on the block of land next to the factory.

of surfboard manufacturing in Victoria. His attitude

He and Peter Ashley kept the business going through the

about surfboards, and when I say he had a particular
Page 7 |

primary school. One day we had to race over there with
the fire extinguishers, and stop the house burning down.
Some days I’d walk in the factory and you’d find one of the
guys meditating in the corner of a shaping bay. Arguments
developed over using someone else’s tools, not replacing
or losing them, so I colour coded them all yellow, green,
blue and red to stop the accusations.”

signature model. Klemm Bell Surfboards had moved from
Williamstown to Gardenvale, then expanded to Torquay in
1971.

surfing characters and reprobates, with Fred trying to
whip them all into line. He ran a proper production line
and did about half the work himself. Noone could work
at his rate of efficiency, and nobody would produce the
quality he produced. He was certainly a mentor to many
of the people who went on into the surfing industry and
surfboard manufacturing business.”
The early/mid ‘60s was a time of great change, not only in
the surfing world, but the whole youth scene ……music,
Vietnam, hippies, counter culture and fashion …..all this
meant the kids’ demands became quite different. All
surfboard manufacturers realised the need to flow with the
changes, as boards dropped quickly in length and shapes
continually evolved.
A young Dennis “Strapper” Day started with Fred in July ’69,
then Don Allcroft, Bernie Garner and Geoff Davis joined
the regulars leading into that summer, with Graeme “Willie”
Muncey starting in 1970.
Don Allcroft had been coming down the coast from
Black Rock every chance he got, surfing with his mates,
improving rapidly, and hanging around Fred’s factory every
spare moment he could. He was eager to make the move
to Torquay and work in the surfboard industry. As Fred
recalls, “I put Don Allcroft on, and he moved into the fibro
house across the road from the factory, just up from the
Page 8 |

the extent of Fred’s business, as do his employment
records of the time, with up to 40 people on the books.
Peter Townend, after finishing third at the 1972 World
Titles, was featured in Dive N Surf ads. Also, in the summer
of ‘71/’72, Pyke Surfboards made Waxworks Surfboards,
Anderson Street and The Esplanade.

by setting up a deal with Dru Harrison for a very popular

the action was out the back, any number of interesting

that attended on opening night of the Fred Pyke Surfboard

the old bakery just down the road, and manufacturing

and capitalised beautifully from the 1970 World Titles

major manufacturer operating in Torquay. Of course,

The Surfing World advertisements of the early ‘70s reveal

with Fred setting up The House Of Wax on the corner of

Surfboards were around the corner in Anderson Street,

attitude….. well, he was a perfectionist. Fred was the first

Fred’s contribution to the surfing industry. The large crowd

Rip Curl were now operational, making boards out of
wetsuits in various premises around the town. Pat Morgan

Fred surfing at Ocean Grove on one of his
very early Pyke Surboards.

accessories available.

Your writer was in the right place at the right time when I
heard Fred lamenting the fact that Neville Ackland, one of
the Solitude crew, suddenly pulled out of the Waxwork’s
deal. After buying my first new surfboard from Fred, at
Brunswick in 1965 for £47, and riding them continuously
since, I felt pretty chuffed about working in the surf
industry for the first time. Part of my job was opening the

Fred said, “It got to the stage where there were plenty of

shop on weekends, then every day through the Christmas

opportunities for good shapers. How much should you

holidays, then weekends again, before closing it down after

teach someone, then see them leave to work elsewhere?

Easter ‘72. (There were probably only about 20 Waxworks

If someone didn’t like what you asked them to do they’d

Surfboards made, shaped by Willie Muncey, so grab a great

threaten to quit and go somewhere else, or start making

collectable if you see one around.) Getting to see Fred’s

boards out of the backyard and selling them to mates for

working operation first-hand, if only on a part-time basis,

a cheaper price.”

was a fantastic opportunity, too good to let slip.

In late 1970, Fred Pyke travelled to America and came back

Continuing change and differing circumstances in the mid

with the licence for Dive N Surf Wetsuits. He also enrolled

‘70s saw Fred Pyke and multiple Victorian Champion Rod

in a dressmaker’s course, to learn about the intricacies of

Brooks form a partnership that eventually became Piping

sewing and pattern making, and set about expanding the

Hot.

business beyond surfboards. Up to 40 machinists, cutters,
shapers, glassers and other staff were soon on the books.
Hot, young, junior surfer John Law started working for Fred
in 1971, cutting out wetsuit patterns, then winning the
1972 Victorian Open Title on a Willie Muncey-shaped Pyke
board.

The early ‘80s saw Fred out of the surfing business
altogether, and returning to cabinet making. Word quickly

photographic record of his finished
pieces reveals an amazing display of

recognised as ‘the best’ within surfboard manufacturing in

finely crafted furniture.

and influenced many lives and directions that people were
going to take in the future years. Certainly, you, Fred, had a
significant and big impact on many people’s lives.”

the end of the night, George Rice probably summed it
up perfectly when he stated, “When Fred Pyke shaped a
surfboard, it was like a surgeon operating with a scalpel,
while the rest of us were like surgeons using chain saws.”
Fred and his wife Elizabeth still live in the family house next
to the original Pyke Surfboards factory, which is now a local
church. Daughter Kim lives close by, and son Justin is living
in Sydney. These days Fred keeps himself busy, with plenty
of time on the local golf course, tending to his home-grown
vegetables, looking after his elaborate garden, and building
and flying remote controlled aircraft. Watching Fred Pyke
design and construct every component of the aircraft,
excluding the motor, is an experience I’ve felt privileged
to observe. Meticulously cutting, shaping, sanding, gluing
and moulding minute pieces of balsa into a remarkable
flying machine, with a one-metre-plus wing span, expertly
demonstrates the unique ability, skill, temperament and
patience of a master craftsman.
Like the surfboards he crafted many years ago, Fred
Pyke is still working wonders with his hands, and creating
precision, perfect playthings. 

maker’s business and you’ll see
about seven different tradespeople
employed,

all

component

of

working
the

on

one

furniture.

I

enjoyed doing everything myself,
from the initial design/drafting to
the

Surfboards, waveriders, sheepskin jackets and boots,

wood machining, turning, carving,

leather gear, when trail bikes became all the rage. Then

polishing and upholstering.”

wetsuits, a diving-tank filling station, and all manner of surf

standing ovation to an amazingly gifted craftsman. At

“Walk into a modem furniture-

Fred’s shop became known as The One Stop Surf Shop.

there was Pyke boardshorts and clothing, Dive N Surf

Ray Wilson had people close to tears, and ended with a

of drawers, tables and chairs, tapestry, fireplaces, bedside

developed the reputation of a true craftsman, and was

fantastic, a great learning curve for a whole lot of people

surfboard history. A very heartfelt, emotional speech from

rolled in. Fred crafted beautiful, ornate bookcases, chests
tables and clocks. Looking through the meticulously kept

that followed. Those early years in Torquay were absolutely

Fred Pyke’s amazing journey, and importance, in Victorian

Fred’s extraordinary furniture-making skills, and the orders

diversified precursor to the modern-day surf business. He

didn’t miss and was able to take forward with me in the years

variety of boards on show. The presentations highlighted

spread around the town, and neighbouring Geelong, about

John Law on Fred, “His business expanded into being a true,

Victoria. This concept of quality was certainly something I

Exhibition were amazed at the quality, condition and

finished

product,

including

Many years ago the Australian
National Surfing Museum celebrated
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BELLS A PLACE OF
POWER & SPIRIT
S
STORY BY
KIRK WILLCOX

thing is just being here at the event

down there,” says Campbell. “It’s

and having that sense of belonging

outside our boundary. It was used

an amazing place to have such a

to the community. It has been two

for ceremonies and also any form

huge event and such a modern day

years since I won my last one, and

of painting that we do. As the

gathering. And we get to showcase

that is a true testament to how

traditional owners, we still continue

what our people can do and the

strong the field at this event is every

to welcome people to country and

talent that we do have in surfing.”

year.”

still continue smoking ceremonies.

The Indigenous Titles used to be

Other

held at Fingal, on the Far North

Longboard and Masters Men. Robbie

Coast of NSW, but went into hiatus

Page, originally from Wollongong

for many years until Surfing Vic

NSW but now living in Kempsey, is a

decided to resurrect the event.

former Pipeline Masters champion,

Last year, Coffs Harbour NSW surfer

which is one of the most prestigious

And of course this is something that
takes place as part of the Rip Curl
Pro, a World Championship Tour

limestone cliffs in golden-orange hues, is to feel the powerful significance

event. And we also welcome them

of this special place.

to the stage in language as well,

You could be on the edge of the world. In fact, you are. With the frozen

which is really important.”

continent of Antarctica somewhere out there across the often-inhospitable Southern

While the Bells pro event is well

Ocean - that delivers long-lined, thumping swells to the points and beaches - you

established

are simultaneously enveloped and dwarfed by the expanse of the solar system. It’s

renowned as part of the World Surf

a timeless, mysterious world.

League (WSL), not so well known

“This is Wadawurrung Country,” says local Aboriginal elder Corrina Eccles. “The

is that for the past seven years

“We had many places of belonging and Bells Beach was one of those special places,”
says Eccles. “And how do we know that today? Because we still have the midden
site.”
A midden site is where everything that the Wadawurrung people couldn’t eat – in
regards to bones, shells, cooking fire remains etc, were compacted in mounds. “So
it’s very, very old and we can see that midden today,” Eccles says. “We also believe
that the way the landscape was made up, there was also the opportunity to have
fish traps there.
“Also Bells Beach just sits under Point Addis and we have the jarosite there, which
has a large amount of ochre and you can see that clearly along the whole coastline
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you’re hanging out with all the mob

that we traded with other groups

itting on land’s edge at Bells Beach, as the first morning rays light up the

whole central coast coastline from Werribee River to Airey’s Inlet River is.”

Photos Surfing
Victoria

and also inland. It was something

and

internationally

Bells has hosted the Australian
Indigenous Surfing Titles through
Surfing Victoria, which employs the
only dedicated Indigenous Aquatics
Manager in the country, Jordie
Campbell.
Campbell,

28,

said

Aboriginal

people, including elders, come from
all over Australia for the event.
“You can feel the presence of Bells
when you walk down the stairs,
when you surf out there, and when

Otis Carey won the Open Men for
the second time, and 15-year-old
Summer Simon (Port Kembla, NSW)
claimed her third Open Women’s

divisions

include

the

titles in world surfing. He’s been
competing in the Indigenous Titles
for the past five years and last year
won the Masters Men and placed

title in a row. She also won the

second in the Longboards.

inaugural Junior Girls, which was

“I’ve been to Bells five times now for

added in 2017 along with a Junior

the Indigenous event,” says Page.

Boys.

“First time we were going to have

Some

outstanding

surfers

have

won

Australian
the

Opens

including Russ Molony (North Shelly
Beach, NSW), Joe Haddon (Forster,
NSW) and Soli Bailey, a former
Australian Pro Junior Champion,
from Byron Bay, NSW.
On his second victory last year,
Carey said: “It’s cool to win the
event again, but for me the biggest

a smoking ceremony and I’m the
whitest fella there, so I hear one
of the old aunties going: ‘Eh, who’s
this gubba?’ So I thought, ‘Fair play
the auntie, I’m glad someone’s here
checking who’s who and who’s not.
That’s cool.’ In my first breath as I
walk around I go, well OK, I’m still
part of my belonging cause I’m
the whitest guy here but I’m here
Page 11 |

compete

they

also

spiritually

connect on a cultural perspective –
that’s what’s really important.”

SURFER
GIRL

“And it is a special place. The
majority of people know Bells
Beach as being one of the top 10
beaches in the world but it’s a very
strong spiritual place and it was a
place of gathering, it was a home
for the Wadawurrung people. Not
only do we have what’s available
in the water in regards to food, but
we also had lots of bush tucker that
surrounds that area as well. So it
was a very nourished place; it was
a place where you could survive on
what was available.”

Photo Justin McManus

“It’s really special to see all the fellas

standing up for whatever black,

the love back. I feel like I’m being

chocolate flavour in the milk so

blessed by something and it wants

to speak. Dad’s the milk and mum

me to go to the original people.”

chucked in the Milo. My dad’s so

Corrina Eccles agrees that the

white he’s pink, right!?”

Indigenous

Titles

is

a

really

“You got some papers bro? Cause

special event because “it brings

we love you. We just need some

all Aboriginal people together in

papers, you bottle of milk,” recalls

Wadawurrung

Pagey laughing.

those Aboriginal people have a

“I’m like, ‘Yeah, there’s ya papers.’

connection to the coastline, they

So he looks through ’em and

Country

and

all

have a connection to the water in

goes, whoa: ‘Ethel Mary Jane Page,

regards to surfing.”

Jimmy Governor’s wife.’ My great

“And you will find with the majority in

grandmother

Jimmy

Aboriginal culture that we will have a

Blacksmith. I’m a heavy line there,

connection to our ocean, our rivers,

you know.”

our waters, our land … so when they

(Jimmy Governor was an outlaw

all come together and are able to

married

and girls come together and connect
culturally but also to connect to

Story by Chris Barr

that special place. They’re very
respectful as well and I think that
they feel blessed that they are given
the opportunity to come together,
surf together and connect together
on a place that is well known but
also very rich in cultural history and
spirituality. The spirit of the place is
very special.”
This year’s Australian Indigenous
Titles will be held at Bells Beach
from Friday 25 – Sunday 27 May. All
are welcome to attend and witness
some great surfing and camaraderie
– and share in the spirit. 

M

icha Evans is a well-known face around town and many know her as the name behind “Micha’s Mexican”.
Indeed, Micha has entertained and fed Mexican food lovers for many years but perhaps few would know
that Micha Mueller has a tale to tell about her youth and exploits into the world of surfing.
Micha arrived in Australia as a five year old in 1959 when her parents fled the aftermath of the war in

Europe and sought new opportunity in Australia Micha’s father, Hilmar, worked in the film industry in Germany but alas
it would be decades before a film business was established here and like many new immigrants, he got work at Ford
and International Harvester in Geelong.
Hilmar and Ingrid settled in Geelong but loved to explore on the weekends.
It wasn’t long before they discovered and fell in love with Ocean Grove, which
was buzzing with a big migrant community, with many Germans, Dutch, Poles,

who was hanged in Darlinghurst

Russians and Ukrainians already settled there.

Gaol in 1901 after being convicted

Ingrid and Hilmar purchased a house right on the Barwon River and despite

of murder. His story was the subject

the fact that the house was almost under water on a king tide, they loved

of Thomas Keneally’s 1972 novel

it. They would take the kids to the River when the tide was in and go to the

The Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith,

beach when the tide was out. Micha says, as she was a tomboy who loved the

which was made into a film several

water, this made for a perfect childhood. She could either go board paddling

years later.)

in and out of the tributaries of the river, or, when the conditions were right, head to the beach for surf.

Pagey, now 53, just wants to

In the summer the Ocean Grove kids would hang at the beach and the many children of migrant families mixed instantly

compete, not for trophies and
honour, but to be in the position to
help guide the younger crew on the
right track.
“Bells is a very spiritual, beautiful
place,” he says. “I want to give
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with the neighbourhood kids. A special camaraderie was built.Ian Duckworth, in his book Ocean Grove, Surfing in the
Sixties says, “the girls from Ocean Grove were a special bunch. They were high spirited and hung together. Surfing at the
beach was the common thread that drew them together.” He argues that there were more girls surfing at Ocean Grove
in the sixties than anywhere else along the coast.
By the time Micha was eight she wanted to be out in the surf like her friends. Her first board was a green 4 ft. styrofoam
coolite board and it wasn’t long before she was paddling out with local girl surfers, Carol Tribe, Sue and Linda Fletcher,
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Australian Championships, Sydney
1972 - From left: Kim McKenzie,
Micha Mueller, Phyllis O’Donnell,
Nat Young, Judy Trim, Carol Watts
and Alison Cheyne.
Photo: John Witzig

the older girls who were revered. She bought a second

for her. A consistent improver during the year, in April,

hand Balsa board and started competing in small local

Micha surfed in the Bells Easter contest and finished

comps run by the Ocean Grove board riders Micha

third in the women’s event to Gail Couper and Judy Trim.

graduated to ASA comps by the time she was thirteen. Her

She was awarded a much-valued Bell’s Bell. This was also

dad and mum drove her to the comps along the coast and

enough to qualify her for the Australian titles being held in

she was soon tackling the waves at Haystacks, Thirteenth

Narrabeen during May.

Beach and Bells. This introduced Micha to other girls who
were surfing in the area and lifelong friendship started.
Gail Couper took Micha under her wing and, as she had a
car and was able to relieve Hilmar and Ingrid of the early
morning drive to contests.

The trip to Sydney was a wonderful experience for the
teenager and a taste of things to come as these Aussie
titles would serve as the qualifiers for the 1972 World
Surfing Titles to be held in San Diego during September
that year. Micha finished fourth, and was named as second

team that included Paul Neilson, Peter Townend, a young

and swearing. The developments in the making of wetsuits

Michael Peterson and her pal, Gail Couper and headed off

and the invention of the leg rope meant there were more

for her first trip to the USA.

and more surfers in the water, and those in the water did

So excited was Micha to be included in the team that as

not have the same levels of fitness as in earlier days. There

the plane was coming through the clouds and she spied

were, Micha said, a lot of kooks in the water.

the iconic flying saucer tower, she lead the team in a

Micha maintains her love of surfing and still goes out

rendition of the song LA International Airport.

when the conditions are right but still avoids the crowds.

The world titles in 1972 were controversial in more ways

Over the past years she has enjoyed hitching her caravan

than one. They were the last championship to be held in
the amateur era. The organisers cancelled the event with
a month to go citing lack of funds but then, after a flurry
of meetings, rescheduled them. The contest programme

she loves to get in her car and go and watch the incredible
talents of the new generations. 

for them. The organisers moved the contest up and down
the coast looking for any decent waves which caused
arguments between competitors. In addition, some
contestants caused damage to hotels, there was a stolen
officials car and the surf for the finals at Ocean Beach pier
was 2 foot and wind blown and the judging was constantly

emergency, seemingly missing the team, but when Phyllis

Micha entered the Victorian Surf Titles held at Lorne. She

O’Donnell and Judy Trim announced they were unable to

came in second to Gayle Couper and made the State Team

go, Micha was chosen as a replacement. She had but a few

that year. Micha describes surfing in comps at this time as

months to rally the money and support to be included in

“brilliantly home spun”.

the team.

shown to the women in the water was appalling.

There were no grandstands, no digital recording or scoring

The Ocean Grove community got behind Micha in her

Despite this she has wonderful memories of the trip. After

equipment and certainly no prize money for women. Most

attempt to get to San Diego. David Glennister who ran

competitors were expected to help out throughout the

Noah’s Surf Shop offered to make Micha a board and

event, scribing for a judge, running score sheets to the

furnished her with a wetsuit and clothes, including some

accent to avoid needing a visa.

official caravan (usually manned by Stan Cooper and his

knee high ugg boots and a sheepskin coat. The Ocean

Returning home to the new age of professional surfing

wife Vi), and at the end of the day everyone would pick up

Grove Apex club came on board and help raise money

where there was little if any money for women, Micha

the litter.

for her by carrying the blanket around at the local football

became disillusioned with the attitude shown to women in

Micha made the Victorian state team in 1970, 71 and 72.

games. Competitors from all states were sent a team

the water. The local boys were ok but if she went surfing at

badge. Micha sewed hers to a blazer and joined the

a different break, she would be subjected to harassment
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herself. When she hears a big swell breaking in Torquay,

didn’t leave the printer as nobody had a cheque to pay

In 1970, with friend Rosemary Cioch from Ocean Grove,

However, it was 1972 that was to prove the highlight year

and taking off searching for some uncrowded waves all to

challenged.
Sharon Weber won the women’s tile and did so virtually
without notice from the press. Micha recalls that respect

the surfing finished, she headed off down to Tijuana with
a group of American girls mastering a perfect American

Watch the World Titles in action
https://vimeo.com/55582714
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CONVICT FOOTPRINTS
ISABELLA
URQUHART
t the age of twenty, in 1833, Isabella left

stolen two keys and some clothes. The

officer through a bulkhead, down a

her Inverness home where she was born

Inverness Courier reported that Bell

cramped ladder, then through another

to John and Mary (Williams) Urquhart.

told Isabella Fraser that she borrowed

hatchway to the ship’s lowest deck.

She moved not far away to Raddry, Rosemarkie.

clothes to look good when she visited

Double tiered planks, eighteen inches

Inverness, which means ‘Mouth of the River

her sailor brothers. Bell was charged

wide and four feet long, used as berths,

with seven other cases of similar fraud

filled the small space. This deck was

from her other jobs. After pleading

right above the bilge, distinguished by

guilty to all charges, she was sentenced

a rotting stench from accumulating

to seven years transportation.

human waste and dead rats. At dawn

Drawing a simple X, Bell signed the

the Westmoreland started its journey

Ness’, is one of the oldest towns in Scotland.
By 1832 a new iron smelting process had driven
Scotland into a new phase of its Industrial

J CHERYL BAULCH I

Revolution, changing the whole economy,
particularly agrarian labour. The cheap iron
made rapid industrialisation possible. 19th
century Inverness industries included rope
making, shipbuilding, sail making, tanning and
wool. Crofting (small-scale farming, largely for
survival) and fishing continued to dominate the
traditional economy.
Like many young, unmarried men and women,
Isabella worked as a farm servant moving
frequently from farm to farm to improve her
skills and wages.
This short-term work provided Isabella, known
as Bell, the opportunity to steal from several
locations. Bell stood trial at the Inverness High
Court on April 23, 1836 for ‘Theft and Falsehood’.
She was accused of having on January 9, 1836
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Many convicts were transported for petty crimes,
while a significant number were political prisoners.
More serious crimes, such as rape and murder,
were punishable by death, and therefore not
transportable offences. Once emancipated, most
ex-convicts stayed in Australia and joined the free
settlers, with some rising to prominent positions in
Australian society.

1833 1836 1843 1852

A

THE GIRL
WHO STOLE
STOCKINGS

Between 1788 and 1868, about 162,000 convicts
were transported by the British government to
various penal colonies in Australia.

convict record list that bound her
as official property of the Crown for
the next seven years. Bell’s 113-day
journey had just begun as she sailed
from Woolwich aboard the convict
transport Westmoreland. There were
another 185 female prisoners, their
children and crew of 28 boys and men
on board. Her new world was a far cry
from the open hills of Inverness.
Surgeon Superintendent Ellis handed
Bell a wooden bowl, spoon and
blanket, and a flimsy mattress filled
with straw. With her new worldly goods
in hand, Bell followed the waiting

down the Thames. They headed into
a storm slowing the ship to a crawl as
the prisoners bid farewell to home.
Below decks, women and children
were tossed as the barque swayed in
the choppy seas. After thirteen days
of seasick misery for her passengers,
the Westmoreland finally cleared the
channel and headed into the Atlantic
Ocean. Once England was no longer in
sight, the ship became a society unto
itself with its own set of rules. After the
surgeon retired to his berth, the hatch
opened. Officers ushered a group of
women who had hardened themselves
to the harshness of survival. The will
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to live trumped all matters of the heart. The “wife” of a

years transportation. He arrived in Van Diemen’s Land in

sailor sometimes provided protection from rape by the

1832 at the age of 38.

other men. In her time aboard ship Bell witnessed things
few people see in a lifetime. The Transportation Policy, in
its haste to develop Australia, indiscriminately rounded
up prisoners who were violent criminals, alcoholics,
mentally ill, young girls and mothers with infants.

While waiting for the marriage approval, Bell absconded
from her master, resulting in an extra year added to
her conviction. During December 1840, still not having
married James Anderson, Bell was returned from her job
with R.W. Baker to the government House of Correction,

The barque left the summer heat of England heading for

Hobart, for being pregnant. Despite government

the start of summer in Australia. Bell baked in the stifling

approval, there was no marriage. Nor is there any record

heat and was suffocated by the ship’s lack of ventilation;

of a birth or death of a baby Ashdown or Urquhart.

the compounded stench of decay and disease hit them
like a blunt instrument. Below decks, the reek of vomit

Isabella married Frederick Rosser on April 24, 1843.

followed Bell everywhere. There was no bathing because
fresh water was at a premium. Fair weather brought
relief on deck for a while. As the ship crossed the tropics,
Mary Talbot, another convict on the ship, described in
her diary how with little warning, a wall of wind and water
approached the ship. The ship beams creaked under the
pounding sea of 30-foot waves. All on board expected to
perish. Having survived the hurricane, the ship arrived
in Hobart on 3 December 1836. The Captain awaited
the arrival of Josiah Spode, Principal Superintendent of
Convicts. Once he arrived, the prisoners were called in
numerical order for inspection and comparison to the
surgeon superintendent’s descriptions. As the women’s
health and ability to work were evaluated, their skills for
assignment to a local colonist were considered. It took
nearly two days to examine and interview the prisoners.
Bell was assigned to work in the Hobart nursery. The
prisoners and children were rowed ashore to Hunter
Island and walked over a muddy convict-built causeway,
connecting the Isle to Hobart Town.
On January 17, 1840, Bell sought permission to marry
James Ashdown who was a butcher and cattle dealer
by trade. James was a married man with three children
when convicted in 1831 for receiving stolen sheep. The
jury found him guilty and imposed a sentence of seven

ROSSER
FAMILY CONNECTIONS
Story by Carollyn Williams (nee Francis)
Great grandniece of Elizabeth Francis

Mugshots of Bell and Frederick based on their physical
descriptions in their convict record.

Frederick was a labourer born in London. He had moved

Photos: Carollyn Williams

down to Kent for work as a paper-stainer. He had arrived
in Tasmania on the convict ship Recovery in 1837 and
worked for a while as a police constable.

Felix Rosser is a well-known pioneer identity

After their marriage, Bell and Frederick moved to New

of Torquay and his story is recorded at the

William Rosser

Torquay Museum without Walls website https://

William was born 1949 in Geelong; he married

born in 1843. The following year they headed east to the

torquayhistory.com/felix-rosser/ .

Janet Edmond in 1871 and six children were

Curryjong Rivulet where they tended their land. It was

These stories are my connections to the Rosser

Norfolk where their first child Frederick William was

around this time that their second son Tulip was born.
The family travelled to Geelong via the ship Julia, in 1846,
where William was born in 1849. After starting their new
life in Geelong, they moved to the Bream Creek area
where John and Felix were born shortly before the death

family.
Felix had three brothers: Frederick, William and
John.

born between 1877 and 1890: Janet, Frederick,
Thomas, Alexander, William and Margaret.
William lived in Upper Skene Street, Newtown
and was employed as a quarryman and labourer.
He died in 1920 as the result of fall from his jinker.
Both William and Janet (1852-1929) are buried in

of Frederick (Snr) in 1852.

Frederick Rosser

the Geelong West Cemetery.

The following year Bell married John Bright, a Jan Juc

Frederick was born in Tasmania in 1843 and

Geelong Advertiser (Vic. : 1859 - 1929), Friday 28

farmer, resulting in the birth of Frank and Alex. In later

he married Mary Johnstone in 1877 in Victoria.

May 1920, page 3

years the family moved to Paraparap where John worked

They lived near Panmure in the western district.

as a wood carter in the district. After his

Five children were born between 1871 and

abrupt death in 1884 Bell moved back to Jan

1881: Isabella, Ann, Emma, Frederick Victor and

Juc where she died in 1893 aged 80 years.

William Rosser, aged 72 years, residing at Skene-

Frederick. Isabella died aged 3 and both boys died

street,



in the year of their birth. Mary (b. abt 1848) died

afternoon drove out in a jinker

SOURCESl

in Laang, (near Panmure) following the birth of

to cut some wood in Mr Hill’s

•
Marriage Certificate of Isabella Rosser
and John Bright

her last child in 1881. She is buried at the Garvoc

paddock

Cemetery. Frederick was living in Jan Juc between

River, in the vicinity of the lime

•

1910 and 1919 and his occupation is variously

quarries.

•
A Brief History Of Inverness, Scotland
- Local Histories,

listed as ‘none’ and as ‘farmer’. He died in 1919 in

home about 4.30 p.m., when his

•

Conduct Registers of Female Convicts

Fairfield, Melbourne at his daughter Ann’s house,

pony shied and threw Rosser out

•

Birth Certificate of Francis John (Frank)

and is buried in the Coburg Pine Ridge Cemetery.

onto his head fracturing his skull.

National Records of Scotland

Bright

FATAL ACCIDENT AT FYANSFORD.

Newtown

on

the

yesterday

Moorabool

He was on his way

He died almost immediately.
The accident was witnessed by
Messrs Hill and Larkin who were
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working close by and they went to Rosser’s assistance.

Geelong Advertiser (Vic. : 1859 - 1929), Monday 19 October

The Geelong Benevolent Asylum was for the reception

Frederick and Sarah, who died in 1942, are both buried in

Sergt. Stephen of Geelong West was informed and had the

1885, page 4

of the poor and distressed, with a view to afford them

Maryborough.

body removed to the Morgue. The circumstances are to be
reported to the Coroner this morning. Deceased leaves a
widow and grown-up son.

POLICE COURT. Saturday, October 17th. (Before Messrs
Davey and Gibson, JsP.)
THREATENING TO MURDER HIS WIFE.

consolation and assistance in old age.

However, the

inmates of the Benevolent Asylum were a mixed group;
very often the incurables from the Infirmary were

A woodsplitter

named John Rosser aged 35 years, was charged with
having threatened to murder his wife, Elizabeth Rosser.
The prisoner did not appear to be right in his mind, and, on
the application of Mr Supt. Toohey, he was remanded for a
week. As soon as he was put back in the cell, Rosser was
seized with a very violent fit.
In 1889 the couple separated and Elizabeth formed a

transferred there. Overcrowding was such that a new
ward was built for the benevolent’s in 1879. The 1870s
also saw the addition of lunacy and fever wards. By 1922
pressure on beds in the Infirmary was so great that it was
decided to close the Benevolent Asylum and use the site
to build a new hospital. In February, 1923 the last of the
benevolents were transferred to the Ballarat Benevolent
Asylum.

1873) of Chilwell. Four children were born to Elizabeth

in Germantown (Grovedale) in 1876 and she married

Henry Mead (Elizabeth’ half-brother). They then went to
Maryborough and together with his brother Frederick,
Arthur had a horse team which carted coal for the railways.
They finally settled at Tatura near Shepparton where

communication broke down early in the day, and runners
had to be used exclusively.

Many runners became

casualties, so that those remaining had to work very
hard. During the whole of 26th and 27th Sept, Private
Price carried numerous messages through heavy enemy

duty until the Battalion was relieved on the night of 30th

and Henrietta.

Arthur worked at Nash’s quarry which was managed by

At Polygon Wood on 26th September 1917 telephone

he would not leave the line and continued to carry out his

Sarah Rosser
John and Elizabeth’s eldest daughter Sarah was born

in Wallington near Geelong, then Lethbridge where

where he was awarded the Military Medal for bravery.

through a gas shell barrage. Although fairly badly gassed,

and Arthur between 1889 and 1897: Emma, Mary, Henry

Arthur was a labourer and he and Elizabeth lived first

served in the First World War (677, L Cpl, 32nd Batt, B Co)

barrages and machine gun fire, and on two occasions

relationship with Arthur Price. Arthur was the eighth child
of John Price (1881-1988) and Elizabeth Francis (1832-

Sarah and Frederick’s second child Louis Price (1895-1993)

Frederick Price the younger brother of Arthur.

September/1st October 1917. 

They

were married in the Geelong Registry Office in 1892, the
ceremony being witnessed by Arthur’s sister Mary Jane
Hoyle and Sarah’s mother Elizabeth Rosser. Eight children
were born to Frederick and Sarah between 1892 and 1917:
Alice, Louis, Ellen, Henry, Samuel, Elizabeth, Frederick, and
John.

Arthur worked with the horse team on the construction
of the Waranga basin near Shepparton. Elizabeth died in
1919 and Arthur in 1941. Both are buried in Rushworth.
John Rosser was admitted to the Geelong Benevolent

Louis Price Rosser (4th from left) Picardie, Somme, Warfusee-

Asylum in 1922, aged 71. When these buildings

Abancourt 8th August, 1918

were demolished he was transferred to the Ballarat
John Rosser (1851 - 1924) Source: R.M. Allison

John Rosser

L Cpl Price MM of Maryborough, Vic, an original member of

Benevolent Home where he died in 1924 and is buried in

B company, was awarded the Military Medal for bravery in

the Ballarat Old Cemetery.

Belgium in 1917, and later transferred to the 32nd Battalion

John was born in Geelong in 1851 and married Elizabeth
Anderson in 1875 in the Wesleyan Church in Yarra St,
Geelong. Elizabeth was the only child of Robert Anderson
and Sarah Barton and was born in Ballarat in 1855.
Elizabeth’s father, who was in Ballarat trying his luck at
gold mining, died of tuberculosis the day before she was
born.

Sarah Price (nee Rosser) 1876-1942

She grew up with two half-brothers Henry and William

Frederick was a labourer and worked in various places

Mead after her mother remarried Samuel Mead, a hotelier
of East Ballarat.

around Victoria.

John and Elizabeth had five children

between 1876 and 1886: Sarah, Isabella, Elizabeth, John

At the quarry he was

employed to cart wood each day from Steiglitz to fire the

and Tulip (aka Tom Ross). John and Elizabeth lived in Jan

quarry boilers.

Juc however the marriage did not go smoothly.
Elizabeth Rosser (nee Anderson) 1855-1919
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From 1896-1899 he worked also for

Nash’s quarry in Lethbridge.

In 1899 they moved to Maryborough,

where together with his brother Arthur, and a team of
horses they carted coal for the railway.
Page 21 |

THE SUMMER
HOUSE
Those summer days we
thought they’d never end
Like a river flowing round
the bend

…Doobie Brothers

TORQUAY

STORY & PHOTOS BY JACK MCCOY

VEGETARIAN
DINING

Brian and Claw. As we were neighbors I spent a lot of time hanging around
with these lads.
We found a space on the Torquay Road that had newly constructed shops. It
was a relatively large rectangle empty shell, a blank canvas so to speak, which
suited us just fine. We mapped out our restaurant by drawing lines on the
floor.

T

he ‘Summer House’ restaurant had a brief but shining
moment in the history of Torquay. Owner and surf

moviemaker, Jack McCoy recounts his story:

the rugged coastline.

and chairs. We didn’t care if they matched, as long as they were wood,

In early 1974, changes in film distribution in the surfing

secondhand and sturdy. We settled on enough furniture to serve 40 people,

film industry meant business was tough. I’d always had

which was a bit ambitious at the time, however we are glad we did because
in summer it was needed.

In the early 70’s, I was living in Palm Beach Sydney with a

this little fantasy to start a restaurant. I had read about

couple of Kiwi guys, Tony Squirrel and Paul Basten. We all

champion surfer Joey Cabell starting the Chart House

loved surfing and cooking and would take turns at trying

restaurant in California and Hawaii, and thought that

impress each other with our culinary skills. Vegetarian

might be my calling. I was dreaming about surfing all day

food was our favorite. We would drive into the city on

and serving a few meals at night. I shared my dream with

Sunday nights to a gem of a restaurant run by a Russian

the lads and we decided to move to Torquay to set up a

who would make us his specialty Hunza Pie.

restaurant.

I would travel during the summer months showing surfing

We all had a little bit of money to get us started. We

films around the country. It was on one of my trips to

arrived in town and found a place to live. A classic old

Victoria that I fell in love with Torquay. I had grown up

place with a big living room and a huge open fireplace.

in Hawaii and while the two places were vastly different,

Our new rental was right next door to the original Rip

especially in terms of climate, there was warmth among

Curl shop in the old bakery. The house out the back was

the people that reminded me of my home. I also loved

home to the headquarters, and it had an office for Butch,
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The next mission was to go to the Geelong furniture auctions and buy tables

Once we had enough furniture we took it to a Geelong sandblaster and had it
all stripped back to natural wood. We then oiled it, so it had a natural look and
feel. On one side of the room we put a sideboard and on the other we hung
a 5ft x 8ft Bali painting that I’d brought back from my first trip to Bali the year
before. The wooden tables and chairs, the big sideboard and the painting
softened and warmed the room creating a great vibe.
We also bought a couple of second hand gas stoves and big refrigerators at
the auctions. To top it off, we built a big worktable and a service desk where
I put my record player.
All up it took us about 6 weeks to get our new venture set up. It was then
Page 23 |

We were packed and some nights had two sittings. People

in the quiet time, we set new opening days and only had
Monday and Tuesday off.
We went on like this until Easter when we opened seven
days. The international surf crowds arrived for the famous

a menu.

Easter week and we knew this would be our busiest time.

There was a population crying out for a good vegie

The Famed Food eating contest:

knew we needed some meat dishes. It was decided I would
marinate steak and chicken in my special teriyaki sauce
and cook it in an undercover BBQ outside the back door.
Paul would make the desserts and as we managed to
secure the recipe for our favorite Hunza Pie, he would
make that too. Tony would prepare the salads and vegies.
We created everything in house right up to our own salad
dressings.
We opened first weekend of November, hoping this would
allow enough time to polish up our act before the holiday
crowds arrived.
Right from the onset the locals turned up and supported
us .We closed Monday-Thursday and they were our surf
days. We were living our dream. On Friday morning one of
us would go to Geelong to the markets and wholesalers
to get fresh supplies and we’d all spend the day preparing

glass full. He lit and threw it down the hatch. He announced

minutes is the winner.

back to work things slowed down. To make ends meet

However, to avoid alienating the towns meat eaters, we

book.

out the back. It was my job to close the place and I’d keep

We did well that first Christmas but when everyone went

one of three restaurants in Torquay (including the pub).

Comfort and jumped up on the table and poured a shot

The rules were simple, whoever eats the most in 30

midnight. The Summerhouse quickly became a local hang.

restaurant at the time. When we opened, we were only

It was then that PT pulled out the bottles of Southern

Ding could see an opportunity here and offered to run a

would sit around after dinner and drink and we’d clean up
the music playing till they wanted to leave, never before

time to start some experimental cooking and sorting out

up a big chalkboard to record the score. Greeny and Sing

After the usual dinner service, the tables were cleared and
it was time for the show. There was big money riding on
this race.
Some contestants were going to eat meat and fish, some

our Red Bean enchiladas and Steve Perry was our best
hunza pie customer.

Before the race began, one of the contestants was found
out the back door working up a case of the munchies- that
was Torquay in the seventies!

Length boat races ”

people dancing, laughing and doing good ole rock and roll.
Cleaning the mess was my job the next day.
It was late morning when I finally turned up at the

We would weigh the plates and load them up. The weight

Summerhouse and it took the rest of the day to clean up

There had been a restaurant back in Hawaii named

was logged on the chalkboard and the plate delivered to

the place but I did it all with a smile, it was a memorable

M’s Ranch House that was legendary for giving away

the table. Once all contestants had their food in front of

night.

a free meal for anyone who could eat the 72oz steak.

them I did a count down and declared, “Gentlemen your 30

Remembering this, I came up with the idea for the “First

minutes starts now”.

Annual Summerhouse Eating Contest”. Easter would be

The Summerhouse lasted two years. Unfortunately it could
not support us full time, winter was just way too quiet for

And it was on. When they were about half way thru the

us to survive. We closed the door on the Summerhouse

plate of food I’d give the boys in the kitchen a signal for

with heavy hearts but a lifetime of memories and a party

We took bookings and sold out in a day. Demand was so

another serve. Greeny was keeping track and doing the

that would never be repeated. 

high we had to find a couple of additional tables. With a

entire math, he was an accountant after all.

the perfect time.

huge influx of surfers and visitors everyone was eager to
be at the Summerhouse.

As you can imagine it was quite a scene with 60 or so people
crowded around a table cheering on the contenders. I was

Guests started turning up with eskies full of beer and wine.

running back and forth to the kitchen with a pit stop past

P.T turned up with 2 bottles of Southern Comfort, telling

the scales.

me he had a special way to drink it and would show me
after dinner. There were drinks and finger food and we set

For the first 15 minutes it was neck and neck, the crowd
was cheering wildly and it got rowdy. With 5 minutes to go,
one contestant stood up and walked around the table and
then commanded, “bring me 4 more Enchiladas!”. He could
smell blood. The soft beans required a lot less chewing to
get ‘em down the pipes.

The winner of the first ever Summerhouse Eating Contest
was Maurice Cole, 7lb 8oz of enchiladas passing through
him and remaining just long enough.
The night then took off with all kinds of fun. Someone
suggested boat races. Teams of six faced each other either
side of the table, a pint of beer was placed in front of each

By the time Boxing Day came around we felt we were

contestant. On the signal, the beer had to be downed and

totally under control and ready to go. I was the front of

the empty glass placed on your head -the signal for the

house waiter, while Paul and Tony served up the meals.

next drinker.
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Then Jeff Hakman wildly called, “Let’s do Purple Flyer Arms

old world’s gone crazy and I’m about to lose my mind’. With

time out, forks down. All eyes went to the chalkboard.

Before too long we had some regulars, Maurice Cole loved

already lubricated.

food.

Sing Ding was on the stopwatch and gave the signal; I called

and we were stoked.

was interesting and challenging, given that everyone was

All the while I’ve got Doobie Brothers playing. “Cause this

we’d all bop along to the likes of The Doobie Brothers, Lou
“Greetings from LA”. Things were going according to plan

Jeff Hackman suggested Purple Flyer boat races. That

were tackling our Mexican specialties and some the vego

the food. The record player would be cranked up and
Read, Bowie, Stones, and a Torquay party fav Tim Buckley

he’d just downed a PURPLE FLYER!!!
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GRASSTREE
PARK

WAGONS
AND PANS
Story by Cheryl Baulch

six pence special rate surcharge for Torquay. The council

classed as inferior, third-class land providing precarious

purchased a sanitary cart to dispose of the nightsoil.

existence for sheep. Yet farmers such as Andrew White

The single pan system was a weekly service where the

and other adjoining properties would use this land for

pan was emptied into the sanitary cart then returned

their stock.

to the outhouse/closet. The pans were not cleaned

Since the 1890s the Torquay Improvement Association
(TIA) had been working hard to develop the town as a
holiday destination, making improvements for their
own comfort as holiday home owners, as well as for
the locals and tourists. The town had grown, with the
population increasing during holidays. The large initial

Grasstree Plain stretched from Mt. Duneed to Jan Juc, Torquay and
across to Connewarre. The sandy plain was well known as the area

allotments of land sold in the 1860/1880s were being
subdivided, resulting in less room for home owners

after being emptied. The single pan system was a slight
advance on the household cesspool, as it removed all
the waste frequently. However, the air in and about the
single-pan closets was continuously in a foul condition,
and probably most foul after emptying. The vessel used
for a single pan was often retained in use even when it
became leaky because it was inconvenient to examine it,
especially at night.

to dispose of night soil on their own land. During the

The following year Carl Voss successfully tendered for the

now known as Torquay.

Christmas of 1903 a case of typhoid fever occurred in

three-year contract service. He was one contractor who

the town. Concerned about the hygiene of the town,

did follow up on unhealthy practices by home owners.

In 1869 a fire burnt for two days engulfing Belmont in smoke. The

Mr. Davies of Ballarat wrote to council asking for a

Notices were issued to households without a pan or

area bounced back to be described ten years later by the Geelong

sanitary service at Torquay. It took a further eighteen

using unsatisfactory receptacles like bath tubs or those

Field Naturalists Club as ‘carpeted with lovely spires of the epacris,

months before the TIA in 1904, asked council for the

that were full of holes like a colander. Carl who was born

rose, ruby and white, together with the cone-like amber-coloured

introduction of the night pan system, suggesting the site

in Hamburg, Germany arrived in the Port of Melbourne

tufts of a dwarf Banksia, and here and there the flowery wands of

for the depot to be near the mouth of Deep Creek on

during 1892. He had been farming in Germantown

an acacia. Orchids in endless variety abound on these plains.’

the township side. South Barwon council passed a by-

before moving to Torquay. In 1907 he obtained a grazing

law introducing a sanitary service to the town as a single

lease for Taylor Park. His other business was as a road

pan system. A. Rice was the contractor, appointed at a

contractor, spreading metal on road works for both

rate of one shilling and three pence with the additional

South Barwon and Barrabool Shires.

beyond the forest before reaching the beach town of Spring Creek,

In the middle of the plain was the area known today as Grasstree
Park. During 1905, the land was cultivated for hay and oaten
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crops with good yields. However, a year later, it was also
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It was around this time that there was some bidding for

South Barwon Shire wrote to the Victorian Public Health

the lease of Allotment 73A, now known as Grasstree Park.

Commission concerned about the expense of terminating

Andrew White was interested to expand his property

contracts of a single pan system. However, another

adjoining this allotment. In the April of 1910, Carl Voss

inspection of Torquay in 1923 found that there were some

was granted the lease of the land described in the 1911

houses not attended to. There were overflowing cess

Surveyors Report as being on flat country with a tertiary

pans and swarms of flies. The Health Department put

geological formation. The soil was of poor sandy loam, but

Council on notice.

appeared to be suitable for fruit growing when the land
was cleared of the grass trees and heath. A condition of
the lease was that the Lands Department expected Carl
to clear the land, fence it and conserve water as there was
no water supply. The land was valued at one pound per
acre with no grazing value. Carl had given his Taylor Park
lease to the Torquay Improvement Association for a golf
course, providing an opportunity to expand elsewhere.

The Crown sold Grasstree Park in 1922 to Carl Voss. With
ownership came opportunities. As more residents and
visitors came to Torquay sanitation of the town became a
serious health issue, and ways were needed to remove the
night soil. Council had been dumping Torquay nightsoil at
the mouth of Deep Creek (on the town side) since 1904,
but now, in 1923 a new solution had to be found. The
Health Department reported that the area was dirty and

Although Carl held a victualler’s licence around 1901,

neglected, recommending immediate attention to the

he saw another great use for the sandy soil, especially

double pan system.

since the land was not able to access water. During 1906
Geelong City Council with the support of the Health
Department were pressing Barrabool Council to use
Grasstree Park as a place to deposit their night soil. The
Torquay Improvement Association objected strongly and
were able to garnish the support of Barrabool Council
to refuse the application. By 1910 council was looking
at further options to resolve the sanitation issues at
Torquay. They debated the use of a sewerage system or
septic tanks for Torquay.

The double pan system was introduced, and dumping of
the night soil began at Grasstree Park. This double pan
system occurred mostly at night, bringing a load of washed,
tarred and disinfected pans, which were replaced by full
ones, fitted with patent lids. The full pans were taken away
to the depot, where they were emptied, placed in a water
trough and thoroughly washed and scrubbed, and then
passed through another trough containing a solution of
phenyl. The clean pans were returned to households the
following week and just before being placed in the closet
the bottom of the pan was dusted over with a deodorant.

GRASSTREE PARK
Story By Deakin University Students Paige Watts
Darcy Beveridge
Stephani Cooper
James Campbell

Carl also used this land to dump rubbish from his road
contracting work. After Carl sold the land to South Barwon
Council in 1940, it remained a place for the dumping of
night soil and rubbish. It was the local tip for many years,
and rubble from the 1983 Ash Wednesday fire is believed
to have been dumped there. The development of the
sewerage system for Torquay in the 1970s changed the

An inspection by the Health Department in 1912 found the
Torquay homes and their closet pans/out houses in good
order. South Barwon council applied for a grant to erect
latrines on the foreshore. With Carl’s road contract work
growing, W. J. Helps became the pan service contractor
in 1915 but he didn’t have that for very long before Carl
once again obtained the tender. In 1919 he frequently
complained of the shortage of pans as he introduced a
bi-weekly service. For those who could afford it and need
it, he would attend the premises a third time. During
the early 1920s the Government introduced legislation
that each council must introduce a double pan system.
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Photos Cheryl Baulch

Grass Tree Park, located on the outskirts of Torquay is a mix of
indigenous flora and park grounds. Since being cleared during
the pioneer period, the park has fallen to different owners
and found different uses. The most notable of these is its use
as a night soil dump and tip prior to the Torquay sewer built in
the 1970s. Aerial images of the park show areas that appear
abnormal since it was used as a tip. Pans used as part of the
night soil dump system have been found in the park, along
with materials such as asbestos. Trenches visible from aerial
shots were dug to dispose of the night soil waste, with sand
being used to cover them.

use of Grasstree Park.

It is possible the park’s use as a dump has had lasting effects

Ownership changed again when the South Barwon and

environment it is best to eliminate as many possible factors.

Barrabool Councils became part of the City of Greater
Geelong in 1993. The following year it became part of the
newly-formed Surf Coast Shire.
In 1995 the Surf Coast Shire, as owner of Grasstree Park
entered into a Covenant with the Victorian Conservation
Trust to protect the native flora and fauna by controlling
the introduction of exotic flora, stock, pets, buildings,
subdivision and other changes which may adversely affect
the park’s conservation values. Thereby the Grasstree
Nature Reserve was created. 

on the park flora. However, as many things can affect a park
Fire history is important in a park’s development; however,
the last bushfire to afflict the park was in 1869. The other
factor to consider having no effect is the night soil itself. While
creating a temporary nitrogen rich soil, any lasting effects
of this cannot be observed. Indigenous species are more
adapted to lower amounts of nutrients in the soil, and there
appears to be no influx of non-indigenous species over the
areas that contained night soil.
Throughout the years there have been a couple of factors
that contributed to the lack of vegetation growth at Grass
Tree Park - those two factors being planned burns and
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Aerial view of Grasstree
Park indicating the
vegetation growth
in 2017 compared to
1964.

Sanitary pan used last century

general park maintenance such as

plant biologist of Deakin University)

to heavy metals, causing cellular

weeding and mowing. The multiple

many interesting points were made

damage.

planned burns approved by the Surf

about the inhibition of growth in

considered soil pollutants due to

Coast Shire Council over the last few

this area. With the given period of

their acute and chronic effect on

years were to reduce weeds and

time since the cessation of dumping

plant growth. These chamber pots

the risk of fires in the park. These

of night soil at the park in 1974, this

can be found at Grass Tree Park, just

repeated planned burns have made

would be enough time for nitrogen

underneath the surface of dumping.

it hard for vegetation to grow back

levels to normalize. However heavy

This land was also used as a tip, so

and thus determine what type of

metal

waste

many other metal elements can be

vegetation actually grows in the park.

treatments could inhibit the growth of

found influencing this heavy metal

Whilst weeding and mowing were

plants in the area with such exposure,

inhibition. The soil properties such

performed, it was discovered that

especially

of

as organic matter, clay contents and

non – friable asbestos was present

time. At low concentrations heavy

pH have major influences on plants

in the soil at Grass Tree Park. After

metals, such as zinc, copper, lead,

ability to grow, which excessive

running tests, it was determined that

aluminium and cadmium, can be

heavy metals distress. Soil enzymatic

this asbestos was low risk and not

beneficial to plant growth, but at high

activities may shift the microbial

a contributing factor to the lack of

concentrations can be detrimental.

community, decreasing the activity

vegetation growth. It also presented
no danger to humans who visited the
park.

contamination

over

this

and

duration

These metals can be found within the
chamber pots used for the collection
of night soil. Most of the sanitary pans

Initially it seemed to us and the

used were made of galvanized iron,

community of Torquay that the

which

dumping of night soil and various

iron

amounts of rubbish at the park

in molten zinc to

may have had an effect on the

prevent

soil at Grass Tree Park, therefore

Traces of iron and

inhibiting vegetation growth. But it

zinc

is now understood that the repeated

the faeces when

burns and weeding wiped out plant

dumped at the

species and either made it harder or

site of deposit.

impossible for them to grow back.

Plants experience

In an interview with Dr. Jim Rookes (a
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involves
submerged

will

oxidative
when

rusting.
follow

stress
exposed

Such

toxic

metals

are

of soil micro-organisms. Another
contributing factor could be due to
the location of Grass Tree Park being
situated along the coast. Coastal
conditions including high winds may

Sanitary pan found buried at Grasstree Park

have distributed the salt from the ocean across the park

some species have developed resistance mechanisms

causing acceleration in corrosion of items dumped there.

protecting them against toxic effects. These mechanisms

Presence of salt in the soil accelerates corrosion
because it increases the conductivity, in turn increasing
the concentration of ions, thus increasing the rate of
oxidation. Plants exposed to iron can cause a reduction
in photosynthesis, water up take and nutrient uptake,
resulting in an inhibition of growth. Zinc and other heavy
metals potentially can cause the same situation or lead to
plant disease. This disease may cause inhibition of growth
within a certain radius in a particular area, explaining
why vegetation has ceased to grow in this part of the
park. Night soil from these chamber pots can also lead
to the creation of a plant disease, causing plant growth
inhibition. This can be hard to predict without testing the
soil for different diseases within the area.
There are also no known diseases that are to be found
within the plants of Grass Tree Park. Lead has been
reported to strongly affect seed morphology and
physiology. It inhibits root growth, seedling development,
chlorophyll production, water and protein content
leading to changes in chloroplasts. Copper is another
heavy metal that in large doses has detrimental effects
on plant growth. This heavy metal is present in sewage
sludge making it probable to have excess levels in the soil.
Similarly to other heavy metals, an overdose interferes
with plants photosynthesis. It leads to a reduction in
germination and inhibits the breakdown of starch and
sucrose inhibiting growth. Cadmium is known to be found
in fertilizers, sewage sludge and is used in items such as
batteries and plastics which could have been discarded at

are

known

as

“accumulators”

and

“excluders”.

Accumulators survive when they uptake contaminants
without causing harm, and excluders restrict the
contaminant uptake process. These mechanisms may be
in place in plants that have shown to flourish across the
park area. With input from Donna Groves, a member of
the Surf Coast Shire, a Geographic Information System
(GIS) of the soil layer has been performed in the park. The
soil test was shown to have acidic, mottled yellow duplex
soils with hard setting surface characteristics to varying
degrees and deep sands. Within these deep sands there
are “coffee rock” pans occurring, which are rock like
formations. These “coffee rock” pans may be an indication
of why plants display inhibited growth within the area, as
there is a displacement of organic matter. A factor such
as soil erosion and the displacement of top soil from the
process of digging trenches for the disposal of night soil,
may have contributed to certain species of plants not
having a chance to grow in this area also. Without this top
soil or organic matter present, plants do not receive the
nutrients needed for growth.
The mystery behind the monumental nature reserve,
Grass Tree Park, has slowly come to a close. With research
and findings, the inhibited vegetation growth could be
accounted for by heavy metal contamination, leading to a
plant disease. Grass Tree Park is known for its spectacular
grass trees, wildflowers and wedge tail eagles flying
overhead. Hopefully with the resurrection of the park this
will be a sight of beauty again. 

the park when it was used as a dumpsite.
Not all plants experience negative outcomes triggered

Acknowledgements: Dr. Jim Rookes and Donna Groves.

by an over accumulation of heavy metals, this is because
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‘WE WILL NEVER
FORGET AUSTRALIA’

chance of victory was to defeat the Allies before the United

Fuller (Connewarre), Moore (Deans Marsh), Taylor,

States could be fully deployed. The Germans launched a

Imer, Brown ( Jan Juc), Deppeler (Modewarre), Bush (Mt.

massive offensive to take the strategic town of Amiens on

Duneed), Brownbill (Mt. Moriac), Bone (Paraparap), Barker,

March 21, 1918.

Smith (Torquay) and Hands, Higgins, Seach, McCallum

By April 18, 1918 the signs of a coming attack were

(Winchelsea). The other Infantry Brigade was the 13th led

unmistakable. The Germans attacked with mustard

by Major-General William Glasgow with Dupree ( Jan Juc)

gas in the woods and gullies behind the town. On April

and Mills (Dean Marsh) in the 50th Battalion.

21, German deserters revealed that German attack

The Australians refused to concede. That night they

preparations were nearing completion. They revealed
that the attack would commence early on April 24, with
the first two to three hours consisting of gas shelling.
British aerial observations revealed German troops
massing in trenches less than two kilometres south of
Villers-Bretonneux in Hangard Wood.
The Germans moved westwards towards their goal, and
in a day of desperate fighting, they captured VillersBretonneux on April 23. The British high command feared

STORY BY CHERYL BAULCH

that if the Germans moved on to take Amiens, the war
would be lost, exposing the vital communications centre
of Amiens.

O

Two Australian brigades were assigned the job of retaking
ne hundred years after the end of World War One, in the

Villers-Bretonneux. The 15th Australian Infantry Brigade

little French village of Villers-Bretonneux, they still fly the

was one of them. It was led by Brigadier-General “Pompey”

Australian flag, and in the classrooms of its school, signs

Elliot. A brilliant tactician and remarkably brave, he was

declare “N’oublions jamais L’Australie” – We Will Never Forget

renowned for never sending anyone anywhere he was

Australia.

not willing to venture himself. Twenty-eight men from the

After the Gallipoli disaster, the Australian Imperial Force was sent

area served in this Brigade across four of the Battalions.

to fight the Germans in the muddy and bloody trenches of France
and Belgium. It was not in the trenches, but in this small village
of Villers-Bretonneux where they had their greatest glory. The
Australians were thrown into a battle where the whole fate of the
war was hanging in the balance. The French town of Amiens, was a
British depot town where 80 per cent of the material that kept the
British army afloat in France passed through. Villers-Bretonneux
was the village that overlooked Amiens, and if the Germans got
hold of that, the war was over. The Australians were sent in to hold
it, and hold it they did.
The world’s first tank battle between British and German troops
was fought in the village on April 24 – 25 1918. The Germans won
the battle and occupied the town. They were later to face the 13th
and 15th Australian brigades in a counter attack. By the end of the
Photos: www.trip-suggest.com/france/picardie/cachy

battle, in which thirty men from the Surf Coast region fought, there
were 2400 Australian casualties, but none from the Surf Coast.
The decisive battle marked the end of the German advance in the
Somme.
Leading up to this battle the Americans had declared war on
Germany in April 1917 and were beginning to join the allies on the
Western Front. The Germans had realised that their only remaining
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Evans (Anglesea), Moors (Barrabool), Barker, Henderson,
Rechenberg, Folwell, Lynch, Smith (South Barwon),
Gleeson, Anderson (Ceres), Scott, Middleton, Spencer,

mounted a ferocious surprise counter-attack. Without
preliminary bombardment, the plan was to encircle and
trap the Germans. Two battalions would begin the assault
from the south towards the east of Villers-Bretonneux
while three battalions would attack from the north at the
same time.
Major-General Glasgow was ordered to form the right
wing of a counterattack to recapture the village on April
24. Glasgow did not agree with the 8pm start time of the
attack: he wanted to attack under moonlight at 10.30pm.
Eventually a time of 10.00pm was agreed on. At the
height of the battle, with the 13th Brigade surrounded on
three sides, the Germans had sent Glasgow a message
demanding that he surrender. “Tell them to go to Hell” was
his response. It was a do-or-die attack for the 13th and
15th Brigades. The diggers took out the German machine
guns, then fought the enemy in a ferocious face to face
confrontation. One German officer later wrote that the
Australians ‘were magnificent, nothing seemed to stop
them. When our fire was heaviest, they just disappeared in
shell holes and came up as soon as it slackened. This feat
was described by Lieutenant-General Sir John Monash as
the turning-point of the war.
With the allies standing firm, it was the start of the end
of the German offensive. And the tide slowly turned.
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The Australians continued to probe away at the German

thanks to donations collected by Victorian schoolchildren.

front. Cyril Justin Joseph Gleeson, formerly a young Ceres

Here there is a plaque praising the AIF’s “heroic recapture

farmer, died of wounds on May 3 1918 and was buried

of this town from the invader”, but as well as a stirring

in the Vignacourt cemetery when the

reminder in the schoolyard: “N’oublions jamais l’Australie.”

57th Battalion were moving through

(Never forget Australia.) 

the Somme.

TORQUAY

Torquay
MUSEUM
Without Walls

HISTORY IN YOUR
POCKET

The 58th Battalion, also part of the
15th Brigade, was amongst the units in
action when the Allies launched their
own offensive around Amiens in August. On the way to
this battle, the 58th Battalion was at Villers sur Ancre and

HISTORY
APP
We at Museum Without Walls are constantly
striving to get our stories and history out to
our community in new and different ways. We
have been working for many months on our
latest idea.

just before the leaving the trench to attack, Alfred Evans

We call it “History in your Pocket”. It is an app

from Anglesea was hit by a shell landing in the shelter he

all about Torquay history - stories, people,

was in. He was killed instantly.

events, and buildings.

The “Battle of Amiens” commenced at

The app will be available in early 2018 for your

4.20am. With no prior bombardment,

smartphone or tablet.

the Germans were taken totally by

It promises to be a fun, hands on way to

surprise. By 7.30am the German lines

experience our History and will include videos,

were thoroughly broken that much of

photos and lots of information.

the field artillery had been overrun

It will mean that as you walk or ride or drive

and captured. The operation unfolded like clockwork,

around, the information will be at your

however, sadly, it was during this advance that William

fingertips.

Scott from Connewarre lost his life.

Each entry is categorized by

This was the AIF’s last infantry battle of
the Great War. Although artillery and

n
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other support units continued to aid
the British advance, Australian troops
were taken off the front line for a wellearned rest.
The French, have never forgotten the sacrifice. The
Australian flag still flies over Villers-Bretonneux. A plaque
outside the Town Hall tells the story of events in the town

Sources:
•

www.togethertheyserved.com

•

Pelvin, Richard (2008) Anzac, An Illustrated History
1914 - 1918
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• Shipwrecks
• Surfing
• Landmarks
• Churches
• Monuments
• Cemeteries
Thanks to the generous support of the Geelong
Community Foundation, Surf Coast Shire and
Torquay Community Enterprise grants, we will

•

Battalion diaries

be able to deliver history at the tap of a screen

Hall. The main street is named Rue de Melbourne.

•

www.somme-battlefields.com

through the App Store or Google Play at no

The local school, called Victoria School, was rebuilt in 1927,

•

Images AWM

cost.

in 1918. Kangaroos feature over the entrance to the Town

The new app will include some information
available on the website and has some added
features. The app knows where you are and
can show you the historical sites that are close
by. There will be video and audio clips of senior
residents as they chat about early Torquay.
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GEORGE
GARDINER

Thomas and Elizabeth Jeffery of The Fernery, Newtown, at

In 1884 George arranged to set up a tannery beside the river

the High Church Manse. They had two children:

next to his glue factory. It was in Tannery Road, on the river

•

Elizabeth (Lily) — born 9 May 1883

bank directly south of Goat Island (downstream from the

•

Ethel Maud — born 19 September 1884, married George

Breakwater). In 1894 George’s glue factory was almost burnt

Cecil Pitcher in 1955, died in 1971 aged 86

to the ground. The efforts of the neighbours saved part of

Mary Ann died on 16 May 1887 from exhaustion caused by
shock from accidental burning. She was buried with George’s
first wife, Mary, at the Geelong Eastern Cemetery.
By 1898 George was living at Sunnyside, on the corner of
Brearleys Lane and Tannery Road, Marshalltown. Sunnyside
was described as a substantially built bluestone residence
with a slate roof, containing an 8 feet wide entrance hall, and
passage 6 feet wide, dining and drawing rooms 20 x16 with
bay window, 3 bedrooms, each 16 x 14 as well as a smaller
one. It had a servants’ room, groom’s room and a well-stocked
garden. It also had an underground tank which held 14,000
gallons. In 1899 George married Emma Elizabeth Moran. It

the buildings, and most of the equipment in the complex.
Replacement buildings were erected, and manufacturing of
oil and glue resumed. He added extra buildings, fitted with
the latest machinery for the manufacture of bone dust on a
large scale. When the new plant was up and running George
entertained the councillors, council officers and visitors. In
the evening a banquet and social was held for about 150 of
the neighbouring residents. After the tables were cleared
dancing followed into the early hours.
Every effort was taken in the new factory to ensure
cleanliness and prevent the slightest objectionable odour
which would be a source of nuisance to the residents in the

Contributed by Gwen Threlfall
Mt. Duneed History Group
A subgroup of the Mount Duneed Progress Association
History meetings are at 7:30 pm on the first Thursday of February,
April, June, August, October and December.
http://mdpa.weebly.com/blog

56, buried in the Church of England section of the

In the early days of Geelong many wool scouring factories,

Geelong Eastern Cemetery

fellmongeries and tanneries polluted the Barwon River. We
can see some of the remaining chimneys on the north side

•

of the river today. The factories on the south side of the river
at Marshall are not so well known as they have disappeared.
George Gardiner, a well-known glue manufacturer in the
area, was born on 1 March 1845 at Bathurst. He married
Mary Patton, a native of Glasgow. They had the following
children:
•

George Arthur — born 1867 in Melbourne, married
Mary Emily Searle in 1890, died in Prahran in 1935 aged
67

•
•

•
•

Thomas — born 1873, married Mary Ollie in 1891, died

was obviously a short marriage as Emma was suing him for

21 January 1946 in Geelong

maintenance by 1910. On 26 April 1907 a sale was held to

Robert — born 1875, married Lillie Riley in 1911, died

dispose of household furniture and effects, livestock and

on 21 May 1954

farm implements as George had disposed of the property.

Victoria — born 1878, married Ralph Martin, died in
Fitzroy in 1954

•

Louisa — born 1879, married George Hillcant in 1911,
died in Shepparton in 1949

•

Edith — born 1881, married Stephen Reynolds in 1903,
died in Shepparton in 1950

He was a South Barwon Shire councillor, serving at different
times between 1874 and1910. In 1898 he failed to lodge his
nomination paper before the date necessary for lodgement,
however an election was held to fill the extraordinary vacancy
and he was the only person nominated and was duly elected
a councillor. He was president of the shire twice, 1897-1898

John Wesley — born 1869 in Melbourne, died on 7

Mary died at the age of 37 at her residence in Marshalltown

and 1905-1906. He served on the council a total of 24 years.

February 1906

on 18 January 1882 and was buried in the Church of England

He was on the committee of the Torquay Improvement

Sophia Jane — born 1871 in Melbourne, married Henry

section of the Geelong Eastern Cemetery in a single grave.

Association. He was a vice president of the Torquay Racing

On 21 Jun 1882 George married Mary Ann, daughter of

Club. The racecourse was on the property of Andrew White.

Thomas Pride on 6 April 1898, died 6 August 1928 aged
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vicinity. The “gaseous emanations” were passed at a high
pressure through water, which is itself either again utilised
or thoroughly disinfected before being discharged into the
Barwon River. On 7 February 1906 George’s unmarried
son, John Wesley, aged 36 years and 10 months committed
suicide by shooting himself with a breech loading shotgun.
He was buried with his mother and step mother, Mary Ann.
George died on 26 April 1911 at the age of 65 years and
was buried in the Church of England section of the Geelong
Eastern Cemetery. Emma died on 23 December 1935 aged
87 years and was buried in a separate grave at the same
cemetery. 
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TOWN TALK

SHOUTS & MURMURS FROM LONG AGO
IN THE GEELONG ADVERTISER

TORQUAY

EVERY PICTURE
TELLS A STORY

VALUABLE ADDITIONS
Some valuable additions have recently been made by Mr J. F. Mulder, local naturalist, to his splendid collection of
shells, which may be inspected at his work rooms in the Free Library building. In the collection there are 400 distinct
species found in the Geelong district, and two of the latest additions of rare varieties are the Cypraea and Rissoina

MUM, THE WATER IS FINE!...

of the Eocene period, two of the first named species having been found at Fyansford, and one of the last named at
Spring Creek (Torquay). Both species were submitted to Professor Ralph Tate, of the South Australian museum, an
authority on shells, and whilst he returned one specimen of the Cypraea, he retained the solitary specimen of the
Rissoina. As showing the rarity of the shells referred to, Professor Tate has had them named after the discoverer, vix,
Cypraea-Mulderi and Rissoina-Mulderi, and the first named is included in a pamphlet illustrating “The gastropods of
11/4/1893

“BELLBRAE” REPLACES JAN JUC

BREAM CREEK STRIKE

Councillor W. R. Gundry was in the chair at the

There was no development yesterday in

adjourned meeting of residents of the Jan Juc

connection with the strike of pick and shovel men

district held in the public hall on Saturday evening,

on the open cut at the ocean outfall contract at

March 25th, to further consider the question of

Bream Creek. The 30 men remained out, and

selecting a new name for the township. There

some of them who have secured laboring work

was a large gathering of ratepayers and others

at the new Grammar School intend to contribute

interested. It was decided to proceed with the ballot
of the six names left in from the previous ballot,
and the name “Bellbrae” was declared winner by a
large majority. Councillor Gundry will present the
ratepayers’ petition to the Barrabool Shire Council,
probably at the April meeting.

28/3/1922

CONNEWARRE

The course through the Connewarre Lakes has again
been defined by Mr T. Blackwell, inspector under the
Fisheries Act. The course was marked out some time ago,
but some mischievous person cut the stakes down to the
water level. Through this stupid act many boats have been
stranded. This danger will now be averted new stakes
having been placed high above the water level, the course
of the river being now marked out right through to the
sea.
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13/1/1902

BREAM CREEK

JAN JUC

the older tertiary of Australia.”

to the support of the strikers who are still idle.
The men stated yesterday afternoon that no
workmen had been encountered along the road
seeking work at the job. The miners have not yet
been affected. Telephone communication with
Melbourne yesterday failed to locate any of the
union officials at the Trades hall. Mr. Stone, of
the contracting firm for the work, returned from
Sydney yesterday, and will look into the position
today.

I just love this photo of mum (Margaret Ganly), her brother and mother at the Beach in 1919.

The men met at the Trades Hall last night and

Despite regularly visiting Torquay and staying at the Scammell House and loving being by the

adjourned till Wednesday in the expectation

sea, mum’s mother hated being in the sea.

of some of the union representatives coming

Source: Carleen Thoernberg selected from Nell Burn’s photo album.

from Melbourne today. It was decided to
continue the picketing of the Bream Creek road.
17/12/1912

Do you have a favourite image you would like to share with our readers? We would love to hear from you.
Email a high quality scan and the history behind the picture to tmuseumwithoutwalls@gmail.com and we
will publish it here. If you don’t have a scanner, let us know and we will visit with a scanner to help you.
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